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                     SECTION  A 
 

         Q1.Multiple Choice Questions: 
        

1. ________ and _______ are the two types of memories present in a computer. 

a) Internal, external                 b) RAM,ROM                            c) Light pen, joystick 

2. When we switch on a PC, the first screen that appears on a monitor is Known as 

____________ . 

a)  taskbar                                   b) desktop                                 c) start button    

3. There are __ different shapes available in the Sub-toolbox of the shapes tool. 

a) 16                                             b) 18                                           c) 20 

4. RAM stands for ______________    

a) Random Accept Memory  b)Random Access Memory    c)Read Access memory 

5.  An ____________ controls all the activities of a computer. 

a) Operating system                  b) windows                               c) system software 

6. __________ is the lead developer and designer of Tux paint. 

a) Mark Zuckerberg                  b) Bill Kendrick                        c) None of these 

7. The maximum capacity of Multimedia cards is up to ____________ 

a) 223 GB                                    b) 216 GB                                 c) 512 GB          

8.  The ________ icon provides an easy and quick method to open any application. 

a) Shortcut                                 b) start                                      c) aero peek 

9. The _________ effect draws a train of rainbow colours as you drag the mouse on  

the drawing area. 

a) Rainbow                                 b) Smudge                               c) Waves 

10.  A _________ is a collection of relevant files stored together on some storage device. 

a) Icon                                         b) Folder                                  c) Desktop 

 
 

 



SECTION B 

                 Q2.  Very Short Answers :-         

1. Which effect adds vertical wavy effects in our picture? 

2. Which effect differentiates the edges from the drawn image? 

3. What is a folder? 

4. Write the Full form of RAM and ROM. 

5. What is the diameter of Blu-ray disk?      

 

SECTION C 

                   Q3.Short Answers:-          
1. Write any two features of window 7.     

2. Which device is known as plug and play device? What is the Storage  

capacity of a DVD?    

3. What is operating system? Define icons.   

4. Who is the founder of Microsoft? Name the latest version of windows. 

5. Define Smudge effect and Rainbow effect. 

6. What is the use of Flower magic effect? 

    

                                SECTION D 
 

                   Q4. Long Answers: -         

1. What is Tux paint? Name the new range of magic effects in Tux paint. 

2. What is the use of computer folder? Name the first screen of windows. 

3. What is the use of memory card? 


